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Present dey structural design is beaed upon theor;ycc»np08ed
of numerous asaiimptiona, some of which have been proved rigidly
by experimental data wiiile others have been shovm to be adequate
only 30 loni; as a lart^e enout:h safety factor is Introduced.
I'he strenfijth and stability of the majority of our structures
which have oeen built in the last thirty years atte&t the
overall aaequacy of the theory being used. However, as stated
above, this theory is padded in numerous places with hlijix
safety factors to insure aaequacy in instynces where experimen-
tal data is leckint>» Of course, information which is lacking
could be obtained by trial and error -- building a stivcture,
loading it, end observing vv'hether or not the structure sup-
ported the loads to which it was subjected. If a person
lived lon^; enou^^h and had unlimited resourcejs, he mi^ht obtain
some very important infoimation in this way. However, as has
been done in tlrie pest and as will probably be done in the
future, desle;ner8 have attempted to make models of the structures
they wished to investigate and, by subjecting those models to
loads which simulated the actual loading,, learn soraethine, about
the action of tlrie prototype, I'lodel analysis has proved very
useful in some instances.
In the fiela of ri^'id frames, for example, little is
known about the stresses at the knees. Practically all the
Information we have at this time came from the results of some
full and quarter scale tests conducted several years a^-;.© by
the U, S. Bureau of Standards, Lehi^i and Columbia Univei'sities,
M^^ijio
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and the University of Illinois. 'ilicse testa were very ex-
pensive, end sre not likely to t e repeeteci for checking
purposes in the neer future. The results of these tests
diasfjreed redlcally v'ith the stresses predicted by theory.
Although e new theory wcs evolved, to date it has not been
checked. The small scale testing, that has been done up to
this time has not yielded, in ^^eneral, satisfactory results.
In an effort to help solve this problem, i;. J. Scullen
desii^ned and constructed at Rensselaer Polytecimic Institute
in 1950, as a master's thesis, a model tostint, frame which
could acconmodate intermediate scale iiodels (approximately
one twenty-fifth to one fifteenth scale.) It was hoped that
by testing intermediate scale models, " accurate Infor^nation
could he obtained at much less expense than by testin^j lar^^e
scale models.
Tfc* object of our thesis, then, was to develop a technique
for constructing, the intermediate scale models. The prime re-
quirement of any tecimique would be to produce a model which
could be e.vpected to simulate the action of its prototype.
The technique should be ine.ipensive. It should be simple, so
that master craftsmen are not r-equired to build the model.
The technique should facilitate rapid construction of a model.
Last of all, the tecimique should be flexible, lending itself
to the fabrication of models of varied shapes.
In the attainment of the object as presjented above, the
authors constriicted many different models end tested tJiese
models by various means to detenuine their suitability for
model analysis.
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I. CONSIDERATIOII Oi' MATERIALS TO BE USED
Tli© problem of building a suitable model for leboretory
analysis is e matter not only of the tecimlques end methods
that might be used, but also a matter ol what material should
be used. Therefore, It is necessary first of all to look at
the various r.ieterials readily available, and from these, to
pick one or two that seem to possess the greatest possibili-
ties for sijccess.
Those materials which sceraed to ua to offer the best
possibilities were: aluminum, steel, plastic, and wood.
An understanding, of the problem of usin^ the loedinf^,
frame with the hi^h loads which it will be desirable to apply
will bring to mind a question about the feasibility of usin^^
wood and plastic. Wood, of course, is readily available, but
the difficulty of fabricating suitable models such that reason-
able values could be predicted for their prototypes is a major
problem. Also, knowing that eventually it will be desirable
to build welded structures, the aakini-, of suitable joints with
wood that would resemble welded joints presents a problem of
questionable v^olution. The possibility of using plastic is
equally es difficult bs using wood, not only because of the
problem of putting joints tOt.ether and the low loads plastics
are capable of carrying, but of -r®®* importance is the fact
that residual, stress free models ere very difficult to make.
This then brings ua to aluminum ana steel. These two




great deal of information that is known about them, such that
the problem of making models mie>ht be siiaplified by using
techniques already recoj^^nizea as acceptable. It was decided
to use aluminum first, primarily because of a ready supply
on hand, alon^ with the fact that the equipment available
was best suited for handling that material. The most recog-
nized characteristics of aluminum ere its li^ht wei^^ht,
resistance to corrosion, and hi^ih strentith, viihich make it
highly desirable for this work. However, there are several
properties of aluminum wMch tend to hinder the possibility
of success. These are: (i) the fact that the melting;; point
of aluminum is very close to the welding temperature such
that ,_reat care is needed to avoid raeltlng the parent material
while welding.,, and; (2) the coefficient of thermal expansion
of aluminum is slightly more than twice that of cast iron or
steel with the resulting effect that care must be taken to
consider expansion and to control it carefully in order to
avoid distortion, Secondly, we decided to try steel as a
material for a possible second method even if aluminum should
work out. This would prove to be ver> helpful, if successful,
since with the higher strength of steel it would be possible
to build models which sould be capable of carrying, the full
load of the loading frama,
TlTius, with this in mind wc started with alumlnurii as our
first material and proceeded as the followlnt, pages Indicate,
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II. Ai.UMlNDM MODULUS CJHCK
In the fabrication of models from eluminiim b^* brazing,
soldering, oi' weidint, it is necessary to hest the alLuainum,
the temjjerature required depending, upon tb© inc thod used*
Aluniinujn slloyj? wblc}"- derive their strength from alloying
Bnd subsequent temporlni^^- ©re snnealed 'by i-Qheetin^;, (if tjao
reheating temperatrvre is high enough) end lose their streni£,th«
/ilurninum &llo,ye which d(.'rive tlielr strGn>_,th from alloying
alone 6re not appreciebly chant,ed by heating then to tempera-
tures below their meltln^;- points. Of the alloys tested,
61ST6 is one of the forner, while 52S0 is one of the letter.
We were interested in finding out «?> at hapi^ened to these
alloys, with respect to their structural strength, specifically
their moduli of elasticity, when they were heated to tempera-
tures required for brazing,, soldering, or welding, As stated
in The Aluminum Compariy of America's literature, "Alcoa
Aluminum end Its Alloys," and "vVelcint^ and Braein^ Alcoa
AluBiiniim," the results of Leatint, these alloys could be de-
tei-^mined for each caae only by Individual tests. We, there-
fore, oiejcted to test vfcrlous heated and unheated saniplea by
usine., electric strain 4^84^6 equipment.
A. Electric Strain Ge^e Equlpmenf^'^^
1. General
'Hie electric strain £8^,6 equipment used was
^ Knclneerlni^, Physical r'etallurgy (Chapter 4) - Heyer
s-a- For a detailed description and for operation procedure,
see Baldwin instruction book, bulletin 312, entitled




compoaed of, eafentielly, bonded wire strain ^©i.es, type SR-4,
and an electric indlcotlat, device for 'neBaurint^ strains, in
micro- inches, produced In those strain l8o®s ^7 some type of
loadinii applied to the i.iaterial upon which the i.a^ea were
mounted. The indicatin, device, jialdwin I'ype L, indicates
strains resultint; frojn the loading by meaaur^ntv_, the chan^^e in
electrical resistance produced in the bonded ^afc,es,
Leedinj;, to the indicator are two sets of v/irea,
one set from the active i^age and one set from the compensating
ga^;e. The active gage is raounted on the test piece or model
which is to be loaded; the compensating t>®£® is mounted on a
piece of the same material as that on which the active g,a£<:e
ia mounted, is placed near the active £a£,e, but is not loaded.
The purpose of the compensating gage is to correct the strain
reeding, for temperature prevailing in the vicinity of the
active gej&e.
2. Operating Procedure
«• Check calibration or indicating device if
equipment is being used for the first tine,''*'
b. Check betteriea; if the pointer remains in
the red part of the dial, new batterier; are
needed,
c. Connect leads from compensating end active
gages to their respective terminals,
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d, I'um battery switclx to ON position, and allow
10 eeconda for tube warm-up.
6. Set the correct value of i^Bt^o fsctor, as
supplied by the gage manufacturer, on tlie t,&^e
factor dial.
f. bring the pointer to zero, and read the
indicator dial. This is the zero reading.
g. Load the test piece, brint:, the pointer to
zero, and read tiie indicator dial. This is the
loaded reading. The difference between the zero
reading and the loaded reading:; is the strain
produced In the teat piece by the load, in micro-
inchea.
For best results, r.ae hot soldei-'od joints in
connecting, lead wires to (^ages, and make both load wires to
any one c.^l® the sajne len^;th. Also, place the compensating
gBiie as near as possible^ to the active gage.
3, Calibration Check
If the indicating, equipment la bein^:, used for
the first time, it ia best to check its calibration before
using it. A brief check procedure follows:
a. Connect the active and compensating^ iiai^es to
the equipment as above, and set the ts^b® factor
dial.
b. Take a zero readin^^;.
c. Coni'^ect a resistor of iaiown value, (Rq), In
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sabout 500,000 ol-}ma is satisffictory.
d, r?e«d the indlcjitor died, end subtract the
zero resdlno Troni this second reading to obtain
a Vfiluo in .iilcro-inches which we will cell "e".
e. ir R,- d©sigr:'iates the resistance of tlie active
gBiK,e, v/hich ia approximately 120 olans, then R^
referred to in "c" above equals R. divided by e
times the g&^e factor, Q,
le. Re (,^^(,)
lliis computed value of K© should equal the value
of the known resistor,
b. Frep&ratioit of wi^amples
Strips of 61ST6 aluminum about 9 Inches long and
about 1 inch wide were cut from sheet aluminum 0.091 inches
thick. The cutting wae done on a metal cutting bandsaw. The
edges of the pieces were sanded to reraove cutting burrs.
Similar strips 0.271 inches thick were cut fron 52S0 stock.
Two samples each of Glf^TC and 52;!1:0 were then heated with an
oxy-acetylene torch, v.ith an effort bein^^ made to sirrjuiate
the welding and solderint, temperatures. As an index to the
correct temperature, the pieces were heated until the flame
impinging upon the f.luminuin became tinted with yellow. 11:118
was an arbitrary temperature measuring index (which later
proved inaccurate) adopted after observing the flame while
actually joining pieces of aluminuni. The heated pieces were
then air cooled.
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9Anothei- strip of 613T6 was heated in an electric
furncce to the actual tenperetjie required for welding,, then
allowed to cool in air.
An electric strain ^Rge of the PR4 type was then
aiounted on the center-lino of each piece at about its rnid-leni_ th«
C • Explanation of the CiSh,^e Mounting. Procedure
1. Glean the surface upon which the ^-Sise is to be
mounted. For this purpose, light grlndin^^ or sending with
0me27y cloth may be employed.
8* J)e[^reuse the surface with carbon tetrachloride
(acetone may be uaed).
3. Mount the ^nges
a. Scribe lines to Indicate i:,at;e orientation.
b. Coat teat surface with & layer of Duco house-
hold cement and allow it to dry about 20 ninutes.
c. Coat test surface with a second liberal coat
of Duco cement fmd allow it to dry until it be»
comes slightly tacky,
d. Free a ga^e into position with proper orienta-
tion and ^-radually press out the excess cement with
the fint'ers. .^'otch the comers of the t^a^e
particularly.
e. Keep a slit::ht pressure on the ga^e until th«
cement will hold the gage to the surface (about
3 minutes required).
f. Cure tlie ^a^je:
(1) Cure iiB^^es under a alit,ht pressure - about
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1 pound will ba sufx'icient.
(2) Directly on top of the ^ai^,©, place a
layei- of vmxed paper, then a piece of spon(:e
rubber, then the wei^it. This cc»abination
ellowa the sli^.ht pressure of the weli-.ht to
hold the gatis in place wiille curing,
(3) Allow ijki^ea to cur*e at rooia temperature
for at least 24 hours. If curing is taking
place in axi atmosphere of high humidity,
allow a loni^,er curing tim*.
(4) As an altoinetive to (3) above, an
infra-red heating bulb may be placed near
the ga^es, such that a temperature of 150^
is maintained, in which cese only about 5
hours curing time is required.
4. Cover gages with a li^i-t coetinfi of Ceresin wax
to keep out lioiature. (If te3tin^^ ia beini;, conducted in a
laboratory, in all probability no wax coatinji will be reciuired,)
D. Check of Mounted Gat_,e3
After fc>atjes have been cured, it is xiecessary to check
thea before straining them, Iho reslatanc© of a strain ^Bge
should be about 120 oh^is. The leakatse resistance to ^^round
should be infinite, Dy uain^, an ohiaeter, check the above
reslatances. The ^^8^,8 resistance, in order to be satisfactory,
should be within 2 ohms of 120 oh^as. The resistance to ground
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uE. Tfestlrif; of Sfimplea and Results (See FifiUres 1 and 2)
The samples were loedetl as cantilevers, one end being
held with, a "C'* clamp to a rl^id support while the other end
received the load,
Loedinc, was accoiriplished h'^ suspendinti an empty beer
can. Into which shot was pieced, froai a knife edge which rested
in a deep scribe merk at the end of the test piece. Loads were
varied by varying the amount of shot pieced in the can. The
shot was wei^hea on a laboratory balance for accuracy.
Representative I'esulta oi' these tests are shown on
the next few pages.
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Porm of Computations for "K" Ci^eck
Computationa:
^ IF"
f « Mc a (,P}(LlihZ2l . 6 PL
{
.strain e 6 h*^
TeiTOS Defined:
I, moment of Inertia, inches'^
b, width of test piece, Inciies
h, thickness of test piece, inches
f, bending stress in extreme fiber of test piece, lbs/inch^
e, unit str»ln indicated by SR-4 gage, micro-inches/inch
E, e number proporticnel to the iiodulua of elesticity
L, diatfcnce fror. point of applicetion of load to the
center of the strEln t>&c.&, inches
M, bending, raoEient, inch lbs.
K, a constant which corrects the strain indicated by the
SE-4 ti8^,e to the velue actually exlatin^, at the extreme
fiber of the test piece.
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Dimensions of Test piece;
b 0.817 inches
I « 5.21 X 10"5 inches*
h » 0.091 inch
L » 5.34 inches










.50 0924 liei 237 9.82 2330
.75 0923 12B1 35S 9.70 3490
1.00 0923 1400 477 9.78 4660
i^l.25 0923 leiG 59c 9.78 5840
*1.50 0923 1637 714 9.80 . 7000
strains recordeci ai-e tiiose ej^iatin^ 10 minutes efter the
lofid was applied. Liunedifetely upon epplyln^, the load, the
strain wea aomewhtt bic,her, but graduelly d<»cre©s©d to the
above veluos. After 10 :r.inute£', there wes no 3ie;nificont
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Unbefited 61ST6 Aliiminum
Dimensions of test pleco:
b • 0.857 inches
I » £.3:^ X 10"^ Inches^
h « 0.0915 in Che
s
L » 5.375 inches
E » ^ (.00467)








.25 9. GO 1143
.50 1497 1755 238 9. CO 22B1
.75 1496 1853 357 9.60 3430
1.00 1494 1970 476 9.60 4570
*1.25 1493 2086 593 9.62 5700
*1.50 1493 2201 708 9.68 6860
* Strfiins recorded nre those e; let5.n£ 10 minutes efter the
lofid was applied. Immediately upon applyin^^ the load, the
strnin wss somewhat hl£:her, but (.reduRlly decreased to the
above values. Aftor 10 minuter, there wss no sii_rii.fi cant
change in the stra'^n reeding.










F. Conclralons or. "r" Cr.cck
As sho'-Tn on the procf^dlnr. ::5S.;.^f>s, tho torch heritin^;
or the 61ST6 str-lpo chnnoQ<i thoir value of '^E" about 2%,
Conai stent, stnblo strcin rQndln(;;a were obtained as long as
the ntresscn were belo77 about 5000 psi. For stronsen sbove
•bout 5000 psl, strains fluctuetod with tin©.
Str©S57tnt^ of tho 52S0 strips, heated and unliented,
produced atra-*no ^/: icb varied radiccllj with ti-ie, even st
low values of stress. As shown on figures 3 f^nd 4, this
variation appears alraost linear on a ?i©rii-lo£ graph plot.
This action appears s1jnil?3r to creep, only in a reversed
direction, the teat piece aeemlni. to gain strength (i.e., b©"*
come strained less) the longer the load of constant value
remains on it. The authors consulted witl.t i^ierabers of the
Metallurgy Dopartriont in an effort to explain this action,
but were unable to find a satisfactory answer.
The authors concluded from the re a' its of the above
testa t}\3 1 52S0 definitely '.^ould not be suitable for a model
material, but that 613TS would pi-obably be satisfactory.
In an effort to determine the cause of poor results
in beams #1 through #7, strips of 61ST6 were placed In an
electric furnace to find out the actual temperature required
for fusion. It was determined that 1125*^ F. was recuired for
fusion of the parent metal with the eutecx-od filler. The
temperature left the f&etal in a very soft distorted condition
after being heated for about 15 minutes. When an effort wrs
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Thua, it was impossible to get strain reading with any meaning
from these pieces. The authors concluded that, since these
strips had been rendered useless Tor structural purposes by
the temperature required for I'uslon, et least in the vicinity
of the weld when a torch was being used to supply the heat, a
similar condition of softness end distortion existed. It was
seen, then, thot the ainount of torch heatin^^ ^Iven the C1ST6
strips, es deteiroined arbitrarily by the slight discoloration
of the flame es it impint,ed upon the surface of the aluminum,
was in reality considerably below the temperature requirea for
fusion durint^ weldin^; with eutecrod. This accounts for the
closeness of the valves of "E** as determined in the previous
test. (The factual temperature was probably near that required
for soldering with the ©liedin rod.) .veldin^, was then dis-
carded as a method of rnakin^, aluminum models, end our efforts
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III, FABRICATION OF TE?T BfiAMS
Th© two materials used for the making, of the test bearaa
were steel end aluminum, with the reeBona for this choice as
dictated in part I. This section is dedicated to the methods
and techniques used, end the problems encountered in the fabri-
cation of the teat beeras. It is divided into two sub parts
based on the materiel used*
A* AluminuTi)
Aluminum was our first choice for ti:e reasons previously-
explained. It is best perhaps to begin with the ways the
materiel was prepared.
1« Preparation of Material
' Tb« aluminum for the beaias \ma obtained from
•heet aluminum of the 61ST6 t^pe, end of veryin^^, thicknesses,
A metal cutting, handsaw wee used to obtain the desired sizes,
with ^reat care being taken to insure that strait^ht pieces
were obtained. Of interest at thle point, would be the fact
that it is necessary to be certain that a siiarp blade is used
in the saw if a strai^iht cut is to be obtained. The sawed
edtves were next ^^round down to a smooth finish on a disc send-
wheel and burrs left from tMs sanding were taken off v/lth a
belt Sander. This process insured that the extreme ed^e was
not only clean, but also smooth such that close flttin^^- tol-
erances were obtained when joining pieces. In the making of
wide-flant,e beams in which the web of the beam is butted
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thst ©van the thin aluainum oxide present et the joint should
be cleaned off. Tl'iis was sccaaplished by uslnij a I'ine ©raery
cloth and cleaninj,, the center of the i'lan£,e along which the
web v/ould touch. The surfaces of the web near tlie edj.,es were
also cleaned up for a short distance, usini^ emery cloth, to
insure that the fillet of joinini^, material would have a good
surface on which to ediiere,
2. Jigs
Making a Jig to hold the pieces together while
joining them was one of the moat difficult problems encountered.
We will explain not only the moat successful method used, but
also the others that were tried. It can be easily understood
that the problem of jigt.ing is not just one of holdin^i, the
materials, but also a problem of holdinf^ them extremely accu-
rately in their correct relation to each other, iror example,
in tJie making, of wide-f lan>v;e beams it la necessary that tlse
web be held exactly in the center of the fl&ni_.Q, The problem
<^^ ji^t^'i-nti is applicable to all the different methods of join-
ing; the materials; therefore, it is only necessary to present
it once.
At the be^^innin^, the most important problem of
jigging seemed to be one of bein^;, able to insure thet the
pieces were held in exact eliijiment. It was with this in
mind that the first ji^, was made.
This jiji was constructed usin^. three pieces of
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which the main meterlal would be held, as sbown in Figure 5,
Angle A and enisle B were clfemped tog^ether to hold the flant^e
securely. Then fin^^le C, which wea a cut down an^iie to foive
the maximum torch clearance, was used in conjunction with
an^le P> to hold the web securely. As can be seen In the
sketch, this method not only ^;£ve assurance that the web and
the flani^e were at rit^ht on^i^les, but sIbo afi'orded clear
access for measurement to insure that the v/eb was at the mid-
point o.f the flange. Tiie several disadvantai^^es that became
apparent in using tills method were as follows: (1) in spite
of the asbeptos lining;;, too much heat was lost throu^;h con-
tact with the r.'ietel jig, such that the hestini^ of the piece
was irre^iulftr and thus the weldin^^ temperature, which is very
critical, was hard to re^^ilate; (2) the two pieces which were
to be joined were both held clamped together, ana although of
the same material, they warped, because of the unequal expan-
sion due to localized heating; B.nd. (o) moat important, as
there was no support for the upper part of the flant,e, there
was a tendency for it to distort to one side or the other due
to the concentrated heating xxeBT the centerline. Therefore,
in the method of welding, usin^ eutecrod, aa will be explained
later, tJie temperatures required 83:^e too hi^di; however, in
the Bolderint:; method, with the slit^itly lower temperatures.
It mlt:,ht be possible to use the above procedure. The method
finally used, as v.ill be explained, seams to be a much more
practical way of solving the problem.
'Tlu -^ s <•- fi t 1 I : e-^^ £aJ^o*t8jr.
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Tlie second ji^; was msde with the Idea in ralnd of
belnt, able to support "both flent;,es end the weh et the sarse
ti;:ie to overcoiae eny tendency of theae merabere to warp due to
lack of support. vi'e then constructed a jl^j, the cross section
of which is ahown in Pleure S. The two f>n£,lea were made about
30 Inches lon^,, which of course limited the leni.th of beain it
WES possible to m.ake. The angles ?f©re lined with asbestos
and one waa fixed to a base plate to prevent moveraenl. The
other an^ le waa .made a sliding variety which wes held in place
by clamping it to the fixed an^le with "C" clamps to provide
the pressure needed to hold the beam while welding it, Tlie
correct location of tiie web «va9 obtained by usin^ a piece of
sheet aluicilnum bent on a brake such that it held the web up
between the two flani,>ea as shown in the sketch. In the process
of weldln^,, the two upper welda were placed, the bean was
turned over, and the tvvo other welds were placed, Tliia metliod,
at first, seemed to be the solution to all jiggjing problems;
however, one of the problems encountered In the first jig waa
present aiontj with a new one. The old problem was that of
controlling the heat, and still hadn't been solved. The new
problem was as follows. In clenpinii the two angles together
we tried to put just enough pressure to cause the joints to
be tl£ht, but not really forced together. This appeared fine
from the standpoint of exj^yansion, but still proved inadequate.
I'Tom the sketch it can be seen tliat tiiere is no easy way to
provide support on top of the web, and still leave room in
^t
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which to use the fscetylene torch. Therefore, due to no top
support, snd the l''ect that the web wss bound to be held by
the flen^^es with more presaui^e in some pieces than othern,
there whb a definite tendency for the v/eb to rice off Ita
support BXkd fcuckl© upwards when the heat was applied. The
flanges peemed to stay in line, but the method resulted in e
been v/hoee web wati not exactly centered bcstv^een the flenf^es.
Therefore, thif^ beem could not be expected to check sccordin^
to the deflection theory beine. used.
Our third deai^ji, w}.ich eventually led to our
final end very successful method, cariie as an effort to oliiii-
nate the defects that v/ere noted it) our previous jitiS* i'lrst
of all we v/ented to eliminate tl;e hee^t loss due to contect of
other mfiterialB with, those we were welding,. It was also nec-
essary to find some way to support the flanges and web auch
that they rould be held in the proper orientati :)n with respect
to each other. These problems were solved by usinfc, 1-inch by
1-inch steel sn^le cut in 3/4-lnch. lenfc,ths. The fiends© suad
the web were held at ri^,ht snt^i&s by clamping pieces of the
Bu^le to both the web end the flan^^e elon^ one side leaving
the other free for welding;: . l^hen by adjusting tlie location
of the cn.^le on the flKn.:..e the web co\tlu be placed in the
proper location. This arran^enient of an£:les waa made along
the whole leni^th of the beam, th© v^eld belnti placed down the
free side. Howaver, the flange and the web, which were
cloniped rigidly together, distorted due to the heating. This
resulted in beama which would not check out.
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Finally, we used tho same i;iethod as described In
the previous parai^raph., but clamped one piece of an_lo to each
side of the rientie, directly op^>osit0 each other, leaving
enoufcjh cle^r&nce between the an^jlea to Inss^rt the web and hold
it firm and perpendicular. (See Figures 7 and 8.) The pairs
of an^es were placed about one foot apart,
A clamp preventint, the web and flanif;e froia sepa-
rating, but allowing lon^dtudlnal movement, was placed along
the beam at each set of an^^les* Tiie whole beam was then sup-
ported on pedes teif^ placed at the mid-point between the ant,les.
Ti:iia waa done such that the beam reaction at the support would
keep tlie joint between the weV* and the flani-e titht, Tlie
weldin^^ wss done next, welding first on onQ aide of the wob
for a length of about G inches, then on the other side of the
w«b. It is Iraportant not to weld anj closer tlian 2 inches to
the angles, Tlie imrpo^^e of w£ldlnt_ on the opposite oide im-
mediately was to utilize the heat tiiet had already been put
into the pieces, Thia also nilniaiized distortion, since stresses
resultln^j from heating on both sides of the web tended to be
cancelled out. After the whole beor.i was welded this way, it
was necessary to take off the an^^les and claaipo and weld up
the remeinine. spaces, fliia raethod ^^ave us consistent results
on ell beaxiia constructed, ae the results in the following
flections will indicate,
3, Check of the Loading, Device
It waa ft!it by the author a that a check of the
vertical loadine:, frame (see Figure 9) was necessary In order





















































to Insure that eccurate results would be obtained. Therefore,
en e.'truded "T" beem wes obtained and subjected to a load test
on the loading frnrrie* The aiethod used to check our procedure
ccnaisted of lo&dln.;. the beam end comparing; the actual and
computed deflections. This set up is shown in Figure 10.
The besra, when in the loading frame, was supported
on knife ed-es which wei'C rounded on the underneath side so
that no restraint was placed on then. The load consisted of
lead shot placed. In a bucket. It was applied to the bean by
means of a knife ed,'-e, attached to a yoke (sec Flt_,ure 11)
which supported the bucket. The deflection was measui'ed by »
1/10,000 of an inch direct readinii dial, placed underneath
the mid-point of the span. The dial holder is sho^Ti in Figure
11 ^r^A we 8 Tisde S'3ch that it would also serve as a dial holder
for taking readings on the horizontal loading, frame.
h comparison of the actual deflections, under
load, with the deflections computed by conventional formulae
show an avera^re difference of 1.4^'. This check was considered
close enough to allow the use of this vertical lof5ding frame
for future model tests.
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to insure that eccurate results would be ottained. Therefore,
en e, truded "T" beem wes obtelned and subjected to s loeu test
on the loedln^ frame. The aiethod used to check our procedure
consisted of losdin. the besm end comparing the actual end
computed deflections. This set up is shown in Figure 10.
The bean, when in the loedin^^ frsme, wes supi-orted
on knife ed,_es which w©i'c rounded on the underneath aide so
that no restraint was placed on then. The load consisted of
lead ahot placed in a bucket. It \'/as applied to the bean by
means of a Vnife ed.^.e, attsci^ed to s yoke (see Fi^^ure 11)
which aupported the bucket. The deflection was measured by a
l/lO,000 of an inch direct readiniX dial, placed underneath
the mid-point of the span. The dial holder is sho\m in Flo-ure
11 p,nd was Tiade s^.-ch that it would also serve ds a dial holder
for taking readings on the horizontal loading, frame.
A comparison of the actual deflections, under
load, with the deflections computed by conventional formulae
show an avera^-e difference of 1.4^«:. This check wss considered
close ©nou(^h to allow the use of this vertical londin^^ frame
for future model teats.
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D- Deflection in inches
L- Span length in inches
3- Modulus of elasticity
I- Moment of Inertia
P- Load in councs
Stress
f. Mo f- stress in psi
M- Moment in inch-pounds
I- Moment of Inertia




















?JoutrEl Axis WES conputcd to be .227 inclies above the bciee,
Moment or inertle (I) .0158 Inches^
Deflection (D) « 5. IS P (lO-^"^)
Stress (r) « ?45 ?
rial Fe£-.dlng
T.,oed ?ero Lofidcd Act. Df.f. CoiiiG. Viif, < Pif. Stress
1.6 .o-^ssi ,08?-50 •00801 .00830 551.0
2.ie .07568 .08679 .01123 .01123 .45 746.0
3.0 .07555 .09170 .01604 .01555 3.05 1035.0
4.0 .07560 .09708 .02163 .02073 3.72 1380.0
5.0 .07560 .10160 .02600 .02590 .30 1720.0
7.0 .07561 .11201 .05641 .03630 .32 2320.0
9.0 .075G1 .12314 •04753 .04670 1.74 3100.0
11.0 .07561 .15520 .05759 .05700 1 opJ. • VaVwI 3800.0
13.0 .07561 .14332 .0GB21 .06730 1.33 4480.0





























4. Tecbniqne o^ ^oinlnp- Flanges to Web
There were tb.ree methods used by the authors in
fabricetlng models from sluminuin, Tiiey were eutecrod welding,
aolderin^:, end fiimece brazing. It is In this section that
we will discuss the three methods and the results of the teats
run on the models constructed by each method*
a. Eutecrod Welding
(1) 'yeldint, difficulties
The difficulty In welding with eutecrod
is the high temperature required for fusion,
which approaches the melting temperature of
eluminum. In actual practice the two tempera-
tures differ only by about bO decrees and
great care must be exorcised not to brid^^e
this differential. The parent material will
warp end disintegrate vary quickly when the
melting point Is approached. Another impor-
tant point to consider is that, in the vicinity
of the wela, the yield strength of th© material
has decreased considerably, resulting in the
material no longer beln^ homot,eneous. 'iliese
two facts are very Important and must be
considered in view of the final results desired.
(2) Flux
The flax used was supplied by the eutec-
rod company to be used in conjunction with
their rod. It is a powder that is mi:ced with
,iiOil:Josi iios»» "^cf ij^^do aXeiKrn ^d^ no nut
.' AAJ w #;i
3 nl
I <J jJiiT»
Xliw Xaii isq .Xalia©*!©*!
il9(i idoinoX on X«ii;3v
-W nol^i ;ij od o.
is'ster> to fomi a psRte, which is spread on
the joint to be- weldod, Cetq must bo er.er-
cisGd in applylric^, the flux, Insurln.i; th&t
only the surfaces st the joinb ere covered.
This is true because, if too much is uned,
the flux allocs the eutecrod to run ns it
Fiflts, coverinii, s welci area thftt is too lar^f,©.
Tills point is not ossontiel in nakln^ a t;OOd.
Wf^Id "but it r^Pi-etirs to help,
(3) VBthod of \7cldini^ {Zee Figure 12)
The actuBl riothod uaod in weldirif,. is
slKiilar to that used in nny torch welding,
ifith a nodificetion. 'Tl-.e bi^, riiau-,f> adopted
wan in the 77sy th€ heat from, the torch n.'sn
applied to the loirt. K£th»«*r th&n dl2^or>tlng
thp f ] ame alrrsopt pcrpend.l culsr* to the joint,
we found it hotter to ^hoot the flarao x^prel-
lel to the joint, h^atin^j with the side of
the fl'tme, TJsiri^ this ir.ethoc!, it wae fou]id
thp-t tiiere wes better control of the heat,
£;lvin£- effectlvf> preheating with less chRnca
of avf^rhe-atlnc,. Tnf^ rest of tlie welding
procedure is t^-e af.^e, !.&,, foodint^ in. weld-
ing rod as the temperature ^ets hifc,h enough,










(4) Test Ssmples snd Results
In order to be sure of the ©mount of
load eutecrod woldin^ would sustain, a aeries
of test samples were made. They were of the
form as shown in Fi,^ure 13 with the dimensions
end results as shossn below.
Shear test
a a 1 inch
L a 2 inches
b S 3/4 inch
h s: .091 inch
Under a load (P) of 1590 pounds, the parent
material broke across the 3/4 inch dimension.
Tension test
a m 1 inch
b X 3/4 inch
h m .091 inch
Iftld^r a load (P) of 980 pounds, the weld broice.
The results of these tests were definite
proof that any welds made with eutecrod were
sufficiently stron^^ to withstand more load
than the parent material, and therefore,
stront enough to carry the loads we would use.
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(5) AluminuiTi welded beam tests end results
Beam #4
Beam fj^4 was constructed, usino the eu.tecrod welding
method. In jl^ #2, It wsp tested on Vne vertical loading
frame with the results r>3 ^^iven below.
Dimensions of Beam
(See Fifc,ur© 10)
b « 2.0 inches
t » .095 inches
c « 1.32 inches
d « 2.73 inches
L « 24 inches
Moment of Inertia (I) » .7750
Deflection (D) * .0^371 x lO'^ F
Stress (f) » 10.2 P
Dial Reading
Load Zero Loaded Act. Def. Comp. Def, % Dlff. Stress
10 .2800 .2831 .0031 .00037 87.0 102.0
26.6 .2800 .2845 .0045 .0010 78.0 272.0
55.0 .2021 .2859 .0038 .0013 66.0 357.0
50.6 .2823 .2875 .0052 .0019 63.0 516.0
60.0 .2826 .2882 .0056 .0022 61.0 612.0
75.6 .2820 .2901 .0073 .0028 62.0 771.0
85.0 .2829 .2916 .0087 .0032 65.0 867.0
100.6 .2631 .2928 .0097 .0037 62.0 1020.0
110.0 .2832 .2936 .0104 .0041 61.0 1121.0
125..6 .2836 .2946 ,0110 .0047 57.0 1280.0
135.0 .2839 .2949 .0110 .0050 55.0 1379.0
150.6 .2839 .2976 .0137 .0056 69.0 1537.0
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Load Zero Lo&ded Act. Def. Cora^. Del. % Dlff. Stress
160,0 • 2844 .2981 .0157 .0059 57.0 1651.0
185,0 ,2849 .2997 .0148 .0068 54.0 1889.0
215.5 .2850 .3004 .0154 .0080 48.0 2195.0
Beera #4 was warped and distorted which eccounts for the
high percentage error. These hl^^h errors indicate that the
whole method was entirely inadequate for a simple laboratory










Boaja #7 was constructed ualn^ the eutecrod weldint;, method
In jl/, #3. It was tested on the vcirticel loading fraine with




b « 1.03 inches
t * .065 inches
c » •55 inches
d » 1.16 inches
L « 12 inches
Moment of Inertis (I) = .0455
Deflection (D) « .0791 x lO'^ P
Stress (f) « 36.2 P
Load Zero Loaded Act. Def. Comp. Def. % Diff. Stress
1.6 .2337 .2341 .0004 .000127 67.5 58.0
5 .2337 • 2347 .0010 .000396 60.4 181.0
12.2 .2337 .2357 .0020 .000963 52,0 442,0
19.85 .2335 .2364 .0029 .00157 48.3 719.0
27.85 .2338 ,2373 .0035 .00220 37.0 1005.0
35.7 .2338 .2379 .0041 .00283 31.0 1290.0
42.65 .2340 .2389 .0049 .00337 31.2 1540.0
51.1 .2340 .2400 .0060 .00403 32.8 1850.0
58.85 .2341 .2410 .0069 .00465 32.6 2130.0
66.35 .2343 .2416 .0073 .00525 28.7 2400.0
74.65 .2341 .2428 .0087 .00590 32.2 2750.0
110.00 .2339 .2470 .0130 .00870 33.1 3980.0
160.0 .2340 .2518 .0175 .01265 28.0 5800.0
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Tlie readings taken on Beam #7 were consistently better than
those on Beani #4, but the percenta^/e error v*'as still much too
hl£;h to accept this method as a way for building models. It
appears tlist, due to the localized heatin^^^, there is a definite
zone of aofteninfcj in the &rea of the weld which caused the
















The method of usint aluminum solder es a
meena of constructing our model beams was in-
vestigated at the some titre as the eutecrod
method. The tvo methods are very similar, and
their similarities alon^. vlth the djrrerences
will be presented in tliis section.
(1) Characteristics of ^-older
Allsdin soldo rlru, is not as strong as
eutecrod welding. However, once the limita-
tions were discovered, it was possible to
use it with considerable success. The solder
melts at » mucb lower temperature than does
weldin^r rod. Tills moat important character-
istic makes it much easier to use since the
melting, point of the parent meterisl is not
approached. However, since thiere is no
direct fusion of material, the strength of
the joint is definitely decreased. The
sample pull test results will indicate this
much more clearly. The rod used wes an
alladin rod. xliis particular rod required
no flux. Therefore, it was necessary to
insure that all oxides were cleaned off the
aluminum prior to solaerini^. In addition,
a reducing flame was used to prevent the
forjnatlon of any oxides while solderinji.
i^
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The method of cleaning the aluminum was the
same as that outlinea under eutecrod weld-
ing. Of the two size rods avftllable, the
1/16" rod w«s preferred to the l/o" rod due
to the size of the sections being joined.
There was only one difficulty encountered,
other than those mentioned under eutecrod
welding. It was noticed that the solder
already placed tended to bell up In some
places along the joint when placing, solder
on the opposite aide. This occurred only in
e few locations, however, and wa« patched up
easily by reheating, and soldering.
(2) Method of Soldering
The teclinique of heating the joint in
preparation for aolderin^^ was the same as
outlined under the method of eutecrod weld-
ing. Since the solder requires a lower
temperature than eutecrod, the size of the
flame used was considerably snialler, 'Che
pressure settin^ss on the cylinder regulators
were 5 lbs. end 2 lbs. for oxy^^en and acety-
lene respectively. 11:ie main difference in
soldering is when the i'iller rod is added.
As the torch is held in position for heating
the joint, it is best to hold the filler rod
in the outer fringe of the flame to keep it
d'li, anw ;->0'i










in a soft condition. Then, when the reflected
flame turns oran-e, quickly remove the torch
and wipe the filler rod along the Joint, It
will be possible only to run the joint for
about 1 to 2 inches, c>8 the metpl coo3 s
quickly. Fowever, in our methoc" of rslng
the torcl- to preheat es well p.s wold, it will
be necessery just to heat the joint p siecond
or two until it will he hot enough a£,ein to
make another run. ThJ s procedure is continued
until the whole length of weld 3s completed.
(3) Test Samples end Pesults (See Figure 15)
A series of teste on sampler, siinilar to
those run rsint: eutecrod, were run upin^
soluei'. Sjnce there jS quite a range of
teaiperetrirep at which the solder will flow
and still not effect the parent raaterlal,
we ran two sample tests. The first virae on
a model solderod at a very Iriii^h temperature
such that there was almost fusion. The
second was run at the lowest possible tempera-
ture such thBt there was no fusion. The
results of these two tests were considered
as limits of the possible strength a soldered
joint would take. In all future tests, we
kept our horizontal shear definitely below
that indicated by the lowest test.
v^
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!t«st ^"'1 (Fusion of naterlsl and solder noted)
Shear test a » 1 inch
L * 2 inches
b • 3/4 inch
h » .091 inch
Under a load (P) of 1176 pounds the solder
failed in shear
Tension test a 1 Inch
b • 3/4 inch
h • .091 inch
Under a load (P) of 85 pounds, the solder
failed.
Test #2 (Low temperature)
Shear test a 1 inch
L * 2 inches
b 3/4 inch
h » .021 inch
Tlie load built up to 50.5 pounds, then
th« solder yielded suddenly within the joint,
althou£,h no cracks were visible. It w&a im-
possible to make the specimen take any more
load. The horizontal shear was 12.6 lbs./
Inch.
The authors concluded from these tests
that if the alladin solder method were to be
used it would be necessary to keep the loads
down such tbat the horizontal shear would be
loiB then 12 lbs./inch, except where we were










(4) Aluminum ao3.de red beam tests and results
Beam #2
Beam §2 wes constructed usint the elladin solder metliod
in Jie #!• It WBB tested on the vertical loaded frame.
Dimension of Beam
(See Figure 10)
b » 1,03 inches
t » .064 Inches
C * •bb inches
d » 1.16 inches
L, * 14 inches
Moment of inertia (I) = ,0455
Deflection (D) = .1256 x 10"*^ P













IDC. 75 .600 .5684
202.75 .600 .5658
210.85 .600 .5632
Tha error in Beepi
the fact that the beam
constructed beara f^3.













#2 was believed to hevo resulted from
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Deem #3
Beam #3 was constricted using the alladin soldering
method In Ji^ #1, It wea tested on the vertlcel loedinj? frame.
Dimensions of Beam
(See Fifcjure 10)
X) • 1.03 inches
t ,064 inch
c • ,55 inch
d « 1,15 inches
L 23 inches
Moment of Inertia (I) • .0452
Deflection (D) « .558 x 10"^ ?
Stress (f) a 73.2 P
Dial Reading
Load Zero Loaded Act. Def. Comp, Def. % Dlff. Stress
1.6 .1559 .1568 .0009 .0008 11.0 117.0
5.0 .1554 .1601 .0047 .0028 40.3 366.0
12.2 .1554 .1649 .0095 .0068 28.4 893.0
19.8 .1553 .1692 .0139 .0111 20.1 1455.0
27.8 .1555 .1741 .0106 .0159 15.0 2040.0
35.70 .1556 .1789 .0233 .0199 14.6 2610.0
43.50 .1556 .1839 .0283 .0243 14.2 3190.0
61.25 .1563 .1893 .0330 .0286 13.3 3750.0
58.75 .1575 .1978 .0403 •0328 18.5 4300.0
83.75 .1605 .2440 .0835 .0418 49.3 6130.0
Beam #3 was made considerably lont.-er than Beam #2. This, along
with the fact tliat a zero readint, was taken after each load, had
a noticeable effect on the results. KVhile these results were





















































Beam #5 was constructed usinei the alladin soldering




b • 2.0 inches
t .091 inches
c • 1.28 inches
d 2.75 inches
L - 32 inches
Moment of Inertia (I) • .7715





Load 2ero Ix)aded Act. Def. Cotnp, Def. % Diff. Stress
1*6 .09037 .09056 .00019 .00016 15.8 21.9
5.0 .09041 .09110 .00069 .00048 30.4 68.5
13.0 .09041 .09193 .00143 .00126 11.9 178.0
20.5 .09041 .09337 .00296 .00199 32.8 280.0
27.7 .09062 .09395 .00333 *00269 19.2 379.0
S4.65 .09041 .09505 .00464 .00336 27.6 473.0
42.50 .09060 .09619 .00559 .00412 26.3 503.0
60.25 .09060 .09752 .00692 .00487 29.6 689.0
58.05 .09001 .09670 .007G9 .00563 33.2 795.0
65.20 .09090 .09959 .00869 .00632 27.3 895.0
73.60 .09102 .10071 .00969 .00713 26.7 1010.0
81.90 .09113 .10169 .01056 .00794 24.8 1120.0
Beam ^^5 was made lonj^er then Beam #3, end of larger section.
We made these chiant,es to discover if perhaps length or size of
section had a major effect on the results. Tine irregular results
proved nothing other than it didn't appear to be actinia as a beam.
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Beam #6
Beam #6 wee constructed using the alladin soldering




b « 2.01 inches
t » .091 Incheo
c .96 inches
d a 2.10 inches
L « 26 inches
Moment of Inertia (I) « .424
Deflection (D) « .0864 x 10'^ P
Stress (f) « 15.7 P
Dial Reading
Load Zero Loaded Act. Def. Copip, Def. % Diff
.
r>tresa
1.6 .05533 .05543 .00010 .00014 40,0 25.1
10.0 .05545 .05626 .00081 .00085 4.9 157.0
18.4 .05546 .05646 .00199 .00157 21,1 289.0
25.9 .05550 .05834 .00284 .00221 22.2 407.0
33.65 .05580 .05968 .00388 .00287 26.0 528.0
41.65 .05605 .06040 .00435 .00355 ie.4 653.0
48.80 .05608 .06110 .00502 .00417 16,9 765.0
64,55 .05610 .06384 .00774 .00557 28.0 1010.0
73.80 .05665 .06533 .00868 .00636 26.8 1158.0
Beam #6 didn»t eliminate the errors although the percentage
error was less then that occurring in beam #5.
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Beam #8
Beam #8 was constructed, using the elladln solder method
in Jig #5, It wfes tested on the verticel loading frame.
Dimensions of Beam
(£ee Figure 10)
b « 1.03 inches
c • .55 Inches
d « 1.16 Inches
t » .063 Inches
L 24 Inches
Moment of Inei-tla (I) « .0454
Deflection (D) « ,634 x 10*"^ P
Stress (f) = 76.7 P
Load Zero Loaded Act. Def, Comp. Def. % Difi'. Stress
1.6 .2625 .2835 .001 .00101 1.0 122.5
5.0 .2825 .2857 .0032 .00317 .94 383.0
18.2 .2825 .2912 .0087 .00773 11.5 931.0
19.85 .2825 • 2964 .0159 .0126 9.35 1520.0
27.85 .2830 .5023 .0198 .0177 10.60 2130.0
35.70 .2850 .3077 .0247 .0227 8.10 2740.0
43.50 .2833 .3130 .0300 .0276 8.00 3330.0
51.25 .2835 .3183 .0350 .0325 7.13 3930.0
58.75 .2835 .3234 .0399 .0373 6.52 4500.0
65.90 .2835 .3286 .0451 .0408 9.53 5050.0
74.20 .2841 .3541 .0503 .0470 6.50 5680.0
82.35 .2840 .3399 .0558 .0521 6.71 6320.0
90.65 .2847 .3469 .0619 .0576 7.1 6950.0
The percenta^i© error es Indicated in beam f^8 averages
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techniques were Improvin^i convinced us that w« should continue
with our teats with only sli^^ht chanties in our methods. It
should he noticed that the beam ia 24 inches lon^ and of such
a section that a larc,e deflection is obtained. It is felt
that a lart;® deflection is necessary so that any errors that
do occur ere not a significant part of the deflection. It
should also be noted that the horizontal shear on this beam
reached 36.2 lbs ./inches which is considerably above the
absolutely safe value as determined by test. ITierefore, in
any future tests, a horizontal sheer maximum of 10 lbs. /inch
can he assumed to be absolutely safe, F.'ith the above conside-
rations in mind we constructed beam |^9.
>e
O « • ' »l fJ A .
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B«am #9
BeBDi #9 waa e "T" beam constructed using the elladin




b • 1.453 inchee
c » .8244 inches
d • 1.0938 inches
t ,091 inches
L • 54 inches
Moment of inertie (I) « ,02375
Deflection (D) • 1,38 x lO""^ p
Stress (f ) » 468 P
Horizontal Shear (IT) » ^ « ,623 P
The neutral axis was computed to be ,268 inches above
the base.
Dial Peading
Load Zero Loaded Act. Def. CoTip. Def. % Diff. Stress
1.6 .16340 .18820 .0248 .0221 10.9 747.0
2.0 .16340 .19210 .0287 .0276 3.8 935.0
3.0 .16340 .20710 .0437 .0414 5.24 1405.0
4,0 .16340 .22010 .0567 . .0552 2.45 1870.0
5.0 .16340 .23420 .0708 .0690 2.54 2340.0
The error in beam #9 was not as great as that in beam #8.
The horizontal shear at 5 lbs. was 3.115 lbs./inches. We
stopped loading at 5 lbs. as we wanted to put another flange
on the **T" beam to see the effect. Therefore, we soldered a
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Beam f^lO




c » .548 inches
d • 1.188 inches
t « .091 inches
L • 54 inches
Moment of inertia (I) » .08873
Deflection (D) « 3,7 x 10""^ P
Stress (f) = 90.3 P
Horizontal Shear (F) « ,408 P
Load Zero Loaded Act. Def. Corap. Def. % Diff. Stress
1.6 .1320 .1382 .0062 .0059 4.B 144.5
2.0 .1519 .1397 .0078 .0074 5.1 1B0.5
3.0 .1320 .14285 .01085 .0111 2.3 271.0
4.0 .1320 .1469 •0149 .0148 0,6 361.0
6.0 .1320 .1500 .0180 .0185 2^8 451.0
6.0 .1320 .1541 .0221 .0222 0^4 542.0
7.0 .1320 .1580 .0260 .0259 0.4 631.0
6.0 .1320 .1620 .0300 .0296 1.3 722.0
9.0 .1320 .1658 .0338 •0333 1.6 811.0
10.0 .1320 .1697 .0377 .0370 1.9 903.0
18.0 .1321 .1998 .0678 .0666 1.8 1628.0
The small amount of aifference between corajjuted and actual
deflections as evidenced by the percentat^e arror was considered
excellent. The horizontal shear obtained was 7.35 lbs./inches
at 18 lbs. In view of the results, it was decided to construct
a beam of larger cross section, to see if there would be any
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Beam #11 was constructed using the alladln aolder method




b « 1.234 inches
c » 1.193 inches
d s 2.477 inches
t • .091 inches
L • 54 inches
Mcraent of Inertia (I) « ,4128
Deflection (D) « .798 x 10"^ P
Stress (f ) » 40.5 P
Horizontal Shear (H) » 'leSS P
Dial Beading
Load Zero Loaded Act. Def. Comp. Def. % Diff
.
Stress
5 .0964 .1001 .0037 .0040 8,1 202.0
10 .0965 .1041 .0076 .0080 5.3 404.0
15 .0965 .1083 .0118 .0120 1.7 616.0
20 .0965 .1122 •0157 .0160 1.9 807.0
25 .0965 .1164 .0199 .0199 0.0 1015.0
30 .0967 .1208 .0843 .0239 1.6 1215.0
35 .0967 .1250 .0283 .0279 1.4 1417.0
40 .0967 .1290 .0325 .0319 1.2 1620.0
45 .0968 . 1353 .0366 .0359 1.9 1823.0
50 .0969 .1380 .0412 .0399 3.2 2020.0
55 .0969 .1419 • 0450 .0439 2,4 2230.0
1
llrie results of Beam #11 proved that our methods and tech-
niques of constructing: models were aatisfrectory . TMs beam was
made with the idea in mind of usinfc:, it for checking stresses and
callbratinii the horizontal loading frame. (See Figure 14.)
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Tlie third method of constructing beams by-
furnace brazing was not successful. The furnace used
was the seme one that was mentioned in the "E**
check discussion.
The he&ra constructed was 24 inches lon-f 1-1/2
inches deep, ,091 inches thick and the flani^ea
were 1-1/4 inches wide. The boarn was held to-
gether in the manner discussed for Jig #3 modified,
with clainpa holding the flan^,es tot;ether. The
joining material used was eutecrod. In order to
get a thin foil, the eutecrod was rolled to a
thickness of about ,008 inches. It was inserted
in the joint and held in place by the clamping
action of tiie "C** clamps. Flux was placed along
all the surfaces that were to be joined. The
furnace temperature used wap 1125^ F« This was
the temperature, found from tests, that was
necessary for the materials to fuze. The jig^sed
beari was placed in the furnace and allowed to
remain for 15 minutes. At the end of the required
time, the furnace was simt off and allowed to
cool before inspecting the beam.
The whole bea.ii was ccwripletely distorted and
warped, (See Figure 15.) The rian^^es were weld-
ed to the web for only about 2 inches at one end.
It was impossible to teot the beam because of its
condition.
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This aethoc is impractical for uae with
aluminum, Hie eutecrod will not flow bj' itself
until A temperature of about 1125*^ F. is reached.
Tills temperature is above the melting point of
the clloy used, and tho beam will not even support
its own weitiht. Thus, with the ji-d^ing system
used, the wei^^ht of the clamps alone caused the
whole beain to be pulled out of shape. Therefore,
the authors felt it a waste of tine to attempt
any further tests.
B, ^^teel .
For the fabrication of steel models, we felected hot
rolled strip steel, I-I/2 inchea wide fxnd 0.056 inches thick.
This particular size materiel ras selected from the available
stock at a local steel yard because it could require the
least cutting in the febrlcttticn of a model. Hot rolled
strip was chosen in preference to cold relied strip because
of its being relatively free of residual stresses,
1, Preparation of f»''(E;teriel
A hacksaw was used to cut the strip steel into
the desired lengths, 'Ihe rounded edges of the pieces were
i^round flat on a mechanical disc sander. Next, the scale on
the edtses and sides, wLere the pieces were to be joined, was
removed by using eraery cloth which gave a briglit surface.
Care should be exercised in £:rindinc the edi;es to insure that
• amooth, flat surface is obtained, IrreiiUlarities will
cause a poor joint.
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2, Jigs
Jl^jS used for making steel models were the same
as those used for raakint aluminum modela, as j^^lven in section
III-A-2 above; consequently, they need not be discussed again
in this section.
5. Techniques of Joining Flan^.es to Webs
a. Silver solderin(;^ with an oxyacetylene torch
In joining the pieces of steol togetiier to
form a model, we wanted s strong joint, which
could be obtained without heating; the steel into
its critical range* Heating to a low tempera-
ture was desirable also to avoid lar^e expansions
and accompanying distortions. Silver soldering
seemed to possess all of the above desirable
characteristics. The "Easy Flow** solder we
used flowed freely at 1175° F., which is well
below steels critical temperature, and it
possessed a tensile strength of approximately
65,000 psi.
(1) Joint thickness
In the "Weldine; Handbook" of the American
Weldinc^; Society, a '..raph is shown expressing
the strength of a soldered butt joint, using,
silver solder to join stainless steel, as a
function of the joint thickness. li'ith a
joint thickness of 0.003 inches, the joint
stren^^th was 117,000 pai, while with a
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thickriesa oi* 0,024 Inches, the strerii^th was
47,000 psi. This shows the desirebility of
having;; 8 close fitting joint between the
pieces being joined.
(2) r^eetiDii and fluxing
Befox'© the joint was heated, a coating
of flux"^ was painted on the surfaces to be
joined, its ijui-pose bein^, to prevent oxida-
tion of the solder and ateel surfaces being
joined, to dissolve any oxides tliat mit-ht
fomi durin<^ heating, and to assist the flow-
ing of the alloy, 'Hie flux also serves as
a temperature indicator, in that the joint
should be heated until the flux remains
fluid if the torch flame is reraoved for an
Instant,
Ihe models we made consisted of tee and
wide-flane,e sections. In joining the web to
the flange, the torch was held in a position
so that the flam© (a sll^^itly reducing flame
was used) was approximately parallel to the
axis of the joint bein^i soldered, (See Figure
12,) By directlnt> the flarae in this manner,
the material in the vicinity of the torch
tip was ilea ted to the soldering temperature,
la- A Borax and Boric Acid mixture.
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while tiie materiBl away from the torch tip
In the direction of the flame became preheated
to a relatively high temperature. 7ilien the
correct te-nperaturo v/as reached, as indicated
by the fluid flujc, the silver solder rod
was touched to the joint. T!he solder flowed
freely alon^^ the joint until the joint he-
came too cool. By moving the torch slowly
and applying, solder frora the rod at about
every inch, a strong joint v/aa obtained
throughout the length of the pieces.
If the joint is dirty, or if the flux is
rubbed off at a point along the joint, no
amount of heating, will cause the solder to
adhere to the pieces. In this event, wait
until the pieces cool, clean and reflux the
apot, then reheat end solder It,
(3) Test samples and rosulta
In order to check the strength of the
silver solder joint in shear and tension,
test samples of Joints were prepared and
tested, (nee Figure 13,)
Shear test Tension test
a « 1 inch a • 1 inch
L » 1 inch b « 1 inch
b » 3/4 inch h = .056 inch
h ,056 inch
Tuo inches of joint tested in shear was
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atront.er than the parent metal, while one
inch tested in tension broke at 2B30 pounds.
The strength of the joint was seen to be
more than sufficient for our purposes.




(4) Beam teste and results
66
Beam #12
Beam #12 was a **T" beam constructed by usirii. silver
solder rod and an oxyactelylene torch, in Jig #2. It was




b « 1.5 inches
t » ,056 inches
d * 1«56 inches









CoiKP. Def. ^ Difi'. Stress
The neutral axis was computed to be .417 inches above
the base.
Moment of Inertia (I) «* .0905
Deflection (D) « .0817 ? x 10"^










Tills beam was distorted from heatint„. The web was not
exactly centered on the flange. The joint, however, appeared
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b# Fuwiece Brazing (See Fi^^ure 16)
In an effort to overcome the aistortion of
the mete rial bein^; joined reflultin^,; froii loca-
lized heating with a torch, fumcce brezintf, was
tried. Tlie bonding- elloy -^bb allver solder, in
the form of a thin foil or sheet 0.006 inches
thick. The pieces to re joined were prepared
as stated in section III-A-1. Flux was applied
to the surfaces for the purpose previously
stated. Finelly, strips of the foil were in-
serted in the joint between the pieces to be
united, end the whole assembly clamped rigidly
together. The pieces could be clamped rii^,idly
tot,ether since there would be no differential
expansion between the model components while in
the fuitiece. The assembly was then inserted in
the furnace.
(1) The furnace
Tlie furr\ace used was a Lindberg type,
belonginfci to the Metallurgy Department. It
was an autcHnatically controlled, electric
furnace, equipped with a blower for circulat-
ing the air within it. Frior to inserting
the model, the temperature was raised to
1175° F.
The model was left in the furnace for























taken out and allowed to cool in air.
(2) Patchintj the model
The model referred to in the above para-
graph was a wide-flange section, about 22
inches long. Near one end, the flange was
not joined to the web for a distance of about
2 inches. It is presumed that this bad joint
was caused by an uneven web which allowed
too lar-e en opening to be filled by the
solder. This spot was patched by placing
another strip of foil in the opening;, floxing
it, and reheating the area with a torch.
See followin^^ pat.6s i'or the results of




taken out and allowed to cool in air,
(2) Patching the model
The model referred to in the above para-
graph was a wide-flen£^e section, about 22
inches long. Near one end, the flange was
not joined to the web for a distance of about
2 inclies. It is presumed that this bad joint
was caused by an uneven web which allowed
too lar^ie an opening; to be filled by the
solder. This spot was patched by placing
another strip of foil in the opening;* fluxing
it, and reheating:, the area with a torch.
See followinii pae.es for the results of
the testing of these models.
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(3) Boein tetft end reaulte
Beara #13
B««m #13 was a "T" bean fabricated, by furnace brazing,
with sliver eolder using Ji^ HZ modified, and clamping the
pieces rigidly together with "C** clamps. It was tested on
the vertical loading frame with the followine,; results.
Pirnen aIons of Beam
(See Fi4i,ure 10)
b « 1.5 Inches
t « .056 Inches
d * 1.56 inches
L " 16 Inches
The neutral axis was computed to be .417 lncij.es above
the base.
Moment of Inertia (I) » .0905
Deflection (D) » .0315 P x 10"^







S5 .1581 .1470 .0103
60 .1600 .1478 .0122




The erratic results were thought to have been caused by
buckling of the web as the load was applied. The beam showed
very little distortion, and the joint ap^^eared sound.
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Beam #14 was a wide flange section which was furnace
brazed uaint, silver solder. Jlg^^ing method #3 modified,
with the assembly clamped rit,ldly together, was used.
Dimensions of Beam
(See Figure 10)
b * 1«5 inches
t • .056 inches
d » 1,61 inches
L * 22 inches
Moment of Inertia (I) » .1172
Deflection (D) « .0631 P x 10"^
Stress (f) « 37.8 ?
Load Zero Loaded Act. Def.
110 .18440 .19490 .0150
185 .18450 .20180 .01730









This beam appeared to be distortion free and unwarped
throughout its length. The joint, after it was patched,
appeared to be satisfactory. The cause of the bad test
results could be attributed only to the imperfect joint,
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IV. Check of Beam #11 by Flectrlc Strain Gages
Beam j^^ll was found to be very satiafactory when loaded
on the vertical loading, frame. The aversg^e variation be-
tween the computed and actual deflections of this model
under load was less than two percent. It could be presumed,
then, that fis a whole the moael was acting aa a wide-flange
beam should, However, in order to check this bea?n further
and in particular to find out aoraething about the stress
distribution at various sections alon^r its length, several
SR-4 electric strain gages were mounted on it,
A« Location of Qaj^es
A total of 11 gages were mounted on the web and
flange of the beam as shown In Figure 18, Gages #1 and #4
were located at e distance of one beam depth away from the
centerline of the beam, where the load was applied. Accord-
ing to the St. Venant principle, the stress at this section
should be as given by the elastic theory. Gages #2, i'3, #5,
#C, and jfl were placed at a ai stance of three beam depths
away from the load on one aide of the mid-point while fc,ages
#B, 7^9, j^'lO, and 7?11 were placed at a like distance on the
other side of the mid-point. By locating the gages at these
sections and placing some on the flange and others at differ-
ent distances from the neutral axis on the web, we attempted
to obtain a representative set of stress values,
B. Loading and Results
As stated previously, this beam had already been
checked on the vertical loading frame. Since it was antici-
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pated that raodela raede by our tRChnique would b© tested
eventually on the horizontal loedlni]; frame, it waa necessary
first of all to check the action of the horizontal loading
frame. (See Figure 19.) It was feared that there would be
some friction lospes caused by the cheni;;,e in direction of
application of the load over a pulley.
Beam #11 was placed upon the loadinti frame in a horizon-
tal position with steel ball bearin^^a, sandwiched between
glass plates, supportin£. it. (See Flt;ure 14.) The same
loadiHf^ yoke that wes used for vertical loadin^i was supported
at the center of the beam on ball bearings. The flanges at
the end of the beari were pushed anu^ly against the vertical
knife edge supports, makin=_ sure triat the flan^^^es were bear-
ing alonf their vvhole length against the knife ed£,es, A load
of known value was applied, then, at the end of a steel cable,
which passed over the pulley and was attached to the yoke.
The results of this loading are shown below:
Dial Reading
Load Zero Loaded Act. Def.
10 .0745 .0B26 .0081
20 .0745 .0900 .0155
50 .0745 .0979 .0254
40 .0745 .1058 .0515
50 .0745 .1138 .0395
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A oomperison of the ectuel &nd computed deflections shows
that the friction losses sre negligible sine© the actual
differencea are no i^reeter than those occurring with vertical
loadings* These encouraging; results showed that the horizon-
tal lo©din^- frame, with all of ita advantajv,ea in accomr^odatlng
lar^e models and in the ease of applyin^^ diversified loads,
could he used for future testa.
Leads from the EH-4 ^B^es were connected with the indi-
cating device, and vnlues of strains read for different loads.
The results of these loadings are shown on the ne^it few pa^es.
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Form of Computationa for r>treases at Various :"ections Along
Beam #11
Computations:
Section at '•d** distance fvoti the center (£ee i^l^^ure 18)
M » (|) (24.5) » 12,25 P I « .4120
Computed f « ^ » (12.25^ ?){,c,) s 29.6 Pc
Actual r a eE « e X 10"'''
Section at 3 "d" distance from the center
M « (|) (19.56) « 9.78 P
Computed f » M a (^tJS f)(p) , 25.7 Fc
Actual r » eK « e X 10"'''
Terma Defined
j
1, mcxaent of inertia, inches^
M, bendin(^ moment, inch Iba.
P, load, lbs.
f, atress, Ibs./inch*^
c, distance frorn neutral axis of bfcam to center of gage
e, fatrain indicated b> r>R-4 gatje, mlcro-inches/inch
E, modulus of elasticity of alurninwn, Ibs./incL^
Values of cj
gag© 1, 1.238 ga^e 5, .88 gage 9, 1.238
gage 2, 1.238 gage 6, .45 gage 10, .88
gage 3, 1.238 gage 7, gage 11, .93
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P a 10 lbs.
Gage 125456789 10 11
Zero 0622 0113 07?2 1900 0370 1361 1453 1052 1884 0798 0260
Loeded 059B 0091 0709 1887 0350 1351 1452 1022 1060 0779 0273
• 24 22 23 13 20 10 1 30 24 19 13
Act. f 240 220 230 130 200 100 10 300 240 190 130
Corap. f 367 293 293 138 207 IOC 293 293 209 220
% Diff. 34.5 24.9 21.5 5.B 3.4 5.7 2.4 IB.l 9.0 41.0
P » 20 Iba.
Gage 125456789 10 11
Zero 0622 0113 0732 1900 0370 1361 1453 1052 1884 0798 0260
Loaded 0561 0064 0666 1871 0332 1340 1454 0998 1835 0761 0288
e 61 49 46 29 38 21 1 54 49 37 28
Act. f 610 490 460 290 380 210 10' 540 490 370 280
Gomp. f 735 587 567 277 415 213 588 588 417 441
% Dlff
.
17.0 16.5 21.7 4.7 8.5 1.4 8.2 16.7 11.2 36,4
i> « 50 Iba.
Gae:,e 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Zero 0622 0113 0732 1900 0370 1361 1455 1052 1884 0798 0260
Loaded 0529 0035 0662 1858 0312 1328 1453 0968 1800 0743 0300
• 93 78 70 42 58 33 2 84 76 55 40
Act. f 930 780 700 420 580 330 20 840 760 550 400
Comp. f 1100 880 880 417 625 320 881 881 626 662
% Dirr. 15.5 11.3 13.6 0.7 7.2 3,1 4.6 13.7 12.1 39.7
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6 8 9 10 11
0622 0113 0752 1900 0370 1561 1453 1052 1084 0798 0260
0498 0009 0640 1840 0292 1317 1452 1022 1860 0779 0273
124 104 92 60 78 44 1 30 24 19 13
1240 1040 920 600 780 440 10 300 240 190 130
Gomp. f 1470 1175 1175 655 831 426 293 293 209 220
% Diff. 15.6 11,5 21.7 8.1 6.1 3.3 2.4 16.1 9.0 41.0





6 8 9 10 11
0624 2115 0751 1900 0564 1355 1451 1052 1384 0798 0260
0461 1934 0620 1829 0273 1301 1449 0906 1763 0709 0529
163 131 ill 71 91 54 2 146 121 89 69
1630 1510 1110 710 910 540 20 1460 1210 890 690
Coinp. f 1838 1470 1470 695 1040 533 1470 1470 1442 1102
% Dlff. 11.3 10.9 24.5 2.2 12.5 1.3 0.7 17.6 14.6 37.5
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C. Cor, elusions
In t^eneral, the clifferenc© between the comijuted and
actual values of stress becomes lees as the loed le Increased,
This Indicetea that for hit,her s tree pes, errors 5 .itroduced by-
Blight inaccuracies in construction have reduced effect, Ihe
difference between Vfjlueo of stress indicated by ^jEi^fie 2 end
3 shows th«t the edge of the flange participates Ip.sn in re-
sisting the loed than the center of the flange, Tiiia was
probably due to a slight buckling of the flen^^e at its outer
ed£,e, Gej^ep 4 snd 6, wlich were locnted on the web midway
between the neutral axis and the flange, gave consistently
C;ood results, Tlda was due, it was thought, to their location
away from the point where the web and flange were Joined,
Oaijes 5 and 10, located on the web near the flange, gave good
results, but a little less accurately than gages 4 and 6,
The difference between stresf-es at images 8 and 9 was cauvsed
by the knife ed^e of the loadings yoke not bearing evenly
across the top flange. This caused one side of the flanfc,e
to assume more load than the other. No reason can be given
for the large discrepancy between the computed end actual
stresses given by ga^e 11, unless it was due to a defective
An overall comparison of computed and actual stresses
indicated that the model was actings satisfactorily* The stress
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V. Corietructii.^ anC Testing a Ri^^ld Frame
The construction and testing of a rigid frame was con-
sidered fis the culmination of all tlie work done on this thesis,
A ri^id frame is one that is constructed to resist moment at
the joints. The method of building, a joint to resist moment
may be either by riveting or weldings. It is in this section




The task of constructing a rigid frame was undertaken
for two main reasons. The first, and most important to us,
was to invest ii:ete the soundness of our techniques and methods
in building models other than plain straight beams. Our last
tests of beatns were very successful, however, the beams were
all of the same design. Thus, in order to be certain that
the techniques and methods were sound, we built the ri^^id
frame a? shown in Fi^;ure 20. It would have been possible to
construct a differently shaped model to teat, but it was for
the reason mentioned below that made us decide in favor of a
rigid fraiTte. As evidenced by the tests run on ri^^id fi'ames,
as mentioned in the Introduction, there was still much to be
learned, particularly about the stresses at the knees. There-
fore, by building a rigid fra^.e, we hoped not only to prove
that our techniques were sould, but also to advance, perhaps,
the understanding of stresses at knees in rii^id frames.
B. Design
The desi^ of the frame was not completely an
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erbitrarv one. Te ptteuiOt-^-cl to build a frame that, altliough
not an exact copy of 8 lar^-e structure, whs slmllsr In raoat
ways to on© tLat mi^iht possibly be built. The importtint
f (mature thot influeaced our Jewl^^n was the limit we plsced
on the amount of horizor.tsl shear that w© would ellow. Al-
though our ae^Tiple to?ts Indiceted tr/gt w© could ^o to about
12 lbs. /inch, <v<? tried to <itBy down lower than 8 lbs./inch to
be sure thst no ha^^ti would b© done to the welds. Therefore,
w© deai£jied the tr&mi3 to Live us a n&ximum. deflection with
the span bein^_. uaed, slon^ with the lowest poS£lbl€ horizontal
sheer for ar.y ^^Iven load.
C. Construction
The rigid freme was constructed usine, the aliedin
solder method. It wes held and supported as indicated in the
discussion under jigging #3 modified.
The bese detail of the let;s is Indicated in Figure
21. Since there are several ways of testing the frame, it was
necessary to develop a base detail that would accoinmodate any
desired method. Therefore, a piece of aluminum plate about
1/4 inch thick was welded to the base of each les» I'^o holes
were drilled through each plate so that different types of
bese attachments could be used. The particular attachment
we uaed was a simulated pin on each le£. This was accomplished
by boltlne, a piece of steel bar, rounded on the bottom, to the
plate. When the ri^ld frame was mounted on the horizontal
loadin^j frame, the steel bar was inserted into a slotted plate
mounted on the loading frarae. This slot supported the bar at
the bottom and along the sides.
.riuia- . ^d on -^r -P
XlaJb « «w ovij oJ ©F'litl »fi^ aw
BsXcd owl' t^ftX dOi!« 'to ©BQcI «fi;J od £i«»i>Idw a^w iJixiJ tloriX *\l
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Since tLo lan^th of the Trivje vfas 6 ft., it was liaprac-
ticfil to C'j.t tiiG rianoSs and ?/0b in one ^iece. ThereTore,
it was necessary to deviso a ..lotiiod for aplicint?,* It «/aa
Telt that the beat \?r;: to insure the rriaxiinux-i strenttn was to
statit^er zhe splices, liie location of GhesQ splices are
shown in Fl<_^ure 22, In malcin„ a splice, tho ends of the
material should be prepared aa shown in Fi^^ure 22, This
is a recoi^nized method for butt joints ua rocommended by the
Aluminum Company of Merlca. TliS splices v»ere made usin^^
alledln solder, care beir.^, uasd not to apply too much hacit,
auch that the pieces bein^. joined would warp at the splice.
D. Mounting
Til© i'rame was mounted on the horizontal loading
frame in the same 'n&.-^ that beam #11 was nounted, (See Figures
23, 24 and 25.) Tlie four support points uaea were under the
two knees, and one on each side of the losd xjoint. Lateral
support was provided by two pound weights placed on the frame
above t^ne tsupport points. It should bo noted here that ^reat
care must be tp.ken to insure that the beam ia aupi-^oxted
correctly at the bases. It ia important to have both the
bottom of the steel bar and the side of the steel bar bearing
alon^^ the whole len^^th of tne support, or the readin^^a taken
will be inaccurate.
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E. Compute tl or} s
1, Solution for Deflection of Rit,ld Frame by the
Conjugate Structure Method for a Pinned Base.
See Figure 26
(a) D^ « Mxx « (20)(541 P)(2) - 13640 ?
(b) djj « Uxx « (72)(8)(2) 4 (2)(455)(18) 4 (2)(228)(20) 26632
H« ^5640 ^ , ,513 p
^ 26632
(C) (60.9 F)(6.25) f {65.75)(60.9 P) 4 (37 P)(72) - (51.7 P)
(30.25) - (51.7 f) (41.75) - 72 9^ »
^ » 8jj; « 46.25 P
-—
-^ • (46.25 P)(12) - (37.0 P)(4) 4 (60.9 P)(2.08) -
(51.7 P)(8.16) • 111.8 P
Dr> a Dr « (S)(13l3-a6) • .0000559 P
(10'^)(.4)
EIDq « (46.25 P)(36) 4 (51.7 P)(5.75) - (60.9 P)(29.75) -
(37 P)(36)« 1182 P
D^ « X3.g^ F m ,000296 P
(100(.4)
:q




^ O^C I - (S)(^ I^)(OS) » xxlt ffl {»)
asaaS « {0S)(8S:2)(S) f (8I)(adi^)(S) f (S)(8)(S^) rib (cJ)
<i cie. « ? ^^^'^^'^4 » ^n
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(TTTroX)
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2. Check Solution Hor reflections of },li^ld i ra.-ne
by iTLvQi^ration Uslrit. tlie Method of VirtutJl ..'ork
EIDc =/ (.515 Px)(.513 x) dx
-7)7.93
Y £.513 ?)(12 f X sin fi) - P (x cos a)J
[(.513)(12 + X sir a) - .5 (x cos f )J
s
.264 ?l X ^dx +/ (3G.1 P - 3.85 P x +
,0974 Px2) dx
« 152 ? + 1441 P - 2760 P + 1765 P
a 59G P
»c = 2 (^§P) =2(^Pf(fi) = .000299 P
3il
^
xb (:.. 5Xci . ) ' \=
^(jB too X) 1




3, Corrections to Deflections Resulting from
Movement of Base,
It was noted that the btiae deflected a sliolit
Eiiiount when the structure was loaded; therefore, it was
nece&aary to correct previously computed deflections for
this movement. This was accomplished by interpolating be-
tween the deflections resulting from a pinned base and a
base on rollers to obtain the correct deflections,
a* Solution for horizontal deflection at E,
with E on rollers, (See lij^ure 27,)
^ J El
-57,93
-^Q-^ y (p/2)(,949)(x)(12 ,316x) dx • 6820 P
% • <^j^^^^g^ j^^ - .00341 P
b. Solution for vertical deflection at C with E




m- fie «/ ,25 P X 2<ijc 8 3Q88 p
^ J^0
Dc « (2) (3888 P) . .001944 P
(.4)(107)
c. Sample correction for any load P.
Base pinned ,000296 P
Actual Conditions Z R
Base on rollers .001944 P ,00341 P
•>«
v< i^,iar> '- r.. >o'x*xc
I
, one tit
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R is tiio sum of the outwsrd deflections at
the bases, as determined by mechanical dials,
Z is the corrected deflection et C, arr-ived at
by interpolation,
The corrected deflection at the knee is
arrived at by applying the movement of the base
directly to the computed value at the knee.
4. Computati as for stresses at various sections
alon^i the frame. (See Figure 20.)
On the le£, 1.5 d frojr. knee;
M « (.515 P)(8.30) 4.27 P
,.M. U.27 P)(c) .
^^^g^ ^^
I .40
On the girder, 1.5 d from knee
M • .513 P [(3.75)(^i^) +
12J
- (|)(3.75)
^37^93) • 4.99 F
f . MC . (4.99 P)(c) . 3L2^g p^
I .40
On the giiKier 1.6 d from C:
M • (.613 P) [(34.65) (^^^) + 12J - (P/2)(34.55)
^31:93^ • ^-^^ ^
f » M£ » (4.60 P)(o) a 11,5 PC
I .40
6» Correction to stresses resulting from movement
of base.
Due to the movement of the base it was necessary
to apply a correction to the stresses computed in section 4
el oe,
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above. The manner in which ths stresses were corrected is
shown below. H^ Dg
Base Pinned .513 P
Actual Conditioni! Y Q
Base on Rollers .00341 P
Q, is the average of the outirard deflection at the two beses.
Y is the corrected value of horizontal reaction (Kg) due to
movement of the bfiaes. The correctea stresses are obtained
by multiplying the comxJiuted values, as obtained in section 4
above, by —X— .
.513 P
el ©•10 '^tf R95B
.woXecf nwoiie
r..!=>^-vr»t*' fin 2^
*i .1. - ,
'-> Elftll
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F« Load Tepts end Her^^ults
!• Deflections
a. Deflect! ona at C
Dial Reaain^
Load Sero Loaded /ct. Def. Corr. Def. (Z) i Diff.
10 . 1085 .11225 .00375 .00359 10.6
20 .1095 .1166 .0071 .00688 3.2
50 .1095 .1212 .0117 .01036 12.9
40 .1090 .1850 .0150 .01443 9.8
50 .1090 ..1290 .0200 .01796 11.3
b. Deflection at B or D
Dial Reading
Load Zero Loeded Act. Def. Corr. Def. % Diff.
10 .04085 .04185 .0010 .000609 64.0
20 .0415 .0434 .0019 .00192 1.0
30 •0549 •0579 .0030 .00288 4.2
40 •0483 .0528 .0045 .00464 3.0
50 .0537 .0478 .0059 .0060 1.7






















































F = 10 Ibc,
) 4 b 10
0220 1870 1202 0770 0220 1699 2000 1340 1069 1981
020C 1865 1217 0770 0216 IGBG 2003 1552 1060 1977
14 15 15 8 4 13 5 12 9 4
140 130 150 BO 40 130 30 120 90 40
140 140 lei.t 67.7 67.7 111.5 51.2 130 130 59
7.1 1.0 18.1 40.7 14.1 41.6 7.7 32.6 52.2
2
P « 20 lbs.
3 4 5 6 8 9 10
0220 1878 1202 0770 0220 1699 2000 1340 1069 1981
0193 1850 1230 0783 0209 1673 2008 1362 1051 1971
27 28 28 13 11 26 8 22 18 10
270 280 280 130 110 260 00 220 IBO 100
280 280 304 136 136 304 102 260 260 118
3.5 7.8 4.4 19.1 14.6 21.6 18,2 30.8 15.2
P » 50 lbs.
; 4 5 8 10
0220 1878 1198 0770 0220 1698 1998 1330 1072 1981
0178 1836 1241 0788 0200 1660 2011 1373 1041 1965
42 42 43 IB 20 38 13 43 31 16
420 420 430 180 200 380 130 430 310 160
419 419 457 204 204 457 155 389 389 178
.2 .2 5.9 11.7 1.9 16.9 16.1 10.5 20.3 10.1
.scTI 01 •
X8GI eaox o^x ooos c«dx o'laS
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ax &» ex 3^;
OR I GI£ 0^.1* Or.X
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X.OX 5. OS 3. OX X.dX Q.dX S.X V.XX
nof r
-^i.vnj o?:so oisS
l;>:ii Ciot;! JVJ.U i-?iD30j
^:^ 2> Sfr •
.• 02; 1 , * ':. A
WX£> •i. .vioO
• • S. .ma :^
100
P = 40 lbs.
Gage 123456789 10
Zero 0219 1874 1198 0768 0220 1698 1998 1350 1072 1981
Loaded 0161 1821 1251 0791 0193 1649 2015 1381 1033 1960
• 58 53 53 23 27 49 17 51 39 21
Act. f 580 530 530 230 270 490 170 510 390 210
Corr. f 557 557 604 270 270 604 205 517 517 236
% Dlff. 4.1 4.1 12.2 14.8 18.8 17.0 1.3 24.6 11.0
P « 50 lbs.








0219 1874 1198 0768 0220 1698 1998 1330 1072 1981
0149 1806 1263 0796 0186 1634 2018 1593 1023 1953
70 68 65 28 34 64 20 63 49 28
700 680 650 280 340 640 200 630 490 280
696 696 756 537 337 756 256 645 645 295
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3. Concliislons
In the process of testing our beams end the
rl^ld freme on the horizontal losdin^^ device, we came ecrosa
G method of loading that elininetes the possibility of the
beani twisting due to the eccentricity of the loed.
It wna necessfiry to have some method i'or center-
ing the lood since any twistin^A ceuaes errors in the viQuea
of the str-ssses. The \7g^ tlda was done for the ri^id frame
la indicated below,
OB£ev #1 »nd ^'2 were mounted, one on ecch side
of the loaded flange near the lo&d point, Tlio loading, yoke
was then adjusted so that the stresses indicated by these
£;«g©8 were as near equal es possible. When these stresses
ere equal, the yoke is applying the load correctly to the
frame. By using this method, the percentat^e error for all
strain gai^^es was leas,
Although the differences between the observed
and calculated stresses and deflections for the ri^id frame
were greater than for beam number 11, they were still considered
satisfactory. There ivere many more sources of error in the con-
struction of a rigid frame, Fosalbilities for inaccuracies
were introduced in the fabrication of other than a straight
model, in splicin^-, and in the construction of the base detail.
The base detail, in particular, introfituced complications. It
oliould be noted that corrections to both the deflections and
stresFes had to be made to compensate for horizontal movement
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-Pnoral, the er.thors felt thst the rosulti
indicate the overall soundness of the tecl^niques and znethods
used.
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VI. Dlscuselon
In writing, this thesis, we have attempted to break It
down into aectiona so that each division wes e subject In
itaelf. Tills method allowed us to gather the results from
each test end to present them along with the material from
which they were deduced. Therefore, It will not be necessary
for us to mention the roaiilla w© have already listed. There
are, however, several iteias of a t>6neral nature tiiet ei*e of
interest as an overall result of each method attempted.
The welding of aluiriinum usinr eutecrod was very difficult.
It took weeks of practice for us to become proficient enough
to weld the aluminum without fear of completely melting th«
parent material. Also, the heating of the aluminum to a
hli^^i temperature annealed it ao that a lar^.e furnace for
heat treatment would be required to temper it. We, there-
fore, conclude that eutecrod weldln^ is impractical for
buildin^j models in the laboratory.
From the tests we have run, we feel that the construction
of accurate models by soldering is practical. It is definitely
poaeible to construct models and to obtain reasonable results
with close accuracy. The major fault with soldering is that
low loads must be applied in order to stay within the required
lirdts of horizontal shear. Althou^i the models constructed
were near perfect, the allowable stress was never developed,
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Ths regulta rroa tiie tostu run on the beains constructed
with steel snd silver solder xiero not a&tisfactory, Tlie
beans ohteined frori the furnace method seined absolutely
porxcct, Vq have no o. jjlnnation for the poor results ob-
tained, other than yerh£ps that the joint was not perfectly
ioldered although It appeared to be so. In view of the hi4j,h
lofida the horizontal loadin^^ frame is capable of handling,
we feel thet the lnveatit;iF>tion of steel sxiould be continued.
It is definitely the feelin^^ of the authors that a small
amount of work "fith the st»el method would produce very
satisfyln(j; results.








A. Aluminum aolderinji, usin^ •tlladln rod to form th«
joint between model components, which ere assembled in
accordance with ji£Soii^g method number 3 modified, is suit-
able for model construction.
B. Aluminum welding ea a method of joining model com-
ponents is not feasible because of the amount of time required
to become proficient in welding, and because of the uncon-
trollable warping and distortion attendant with it»
C. Inmace brazing aluminum, usin^, eutecrod as the
filler material, is not possible.
D. With further work and development, e method of silver
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